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Evgeniǐ Efimovich Gorodetskiǐ
(09/22/1941–11/07/2015)

Sergeǐ Borisovich Kiselev
(02/16/1951–10/06/2015)

Dr. Evgeniǐ E. Gorodetskiǐ, a prominent Russian theoretical
physicist, who has worked in the area of phase transitions in
fluids for 50 years, and Dr. Sergeǐ B. Kiselev, a talented,
Russian trained, thermophysicist, who lived and worked in the
US since 1992, died in the late fall of 2015.
Both Evgeniǐ and Sergeǐ made outstanding contributions into
investigations of critical phenomena in fluid mixtures, They
both were our long-term collaborators and personal friends.
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Evgenǐ Gorodetskiǐ: Almost 50 years of theoretical studies
of phase transitions and critical phenomena in soft matter.
Back in 1971, Gorodetskiǐ, in the collaboration with Alexander V.
Voronel and one of us (MAA), generalized the concept of criticalpoint universality to binary fluid mixtures. This generalization is
known as “isomorphism of critical phenomena”.
Later, one of his fundamental contributions was the discovery
that coupling between the entropy and concentration
fluctuations in near-critical binary fluids could result in a
classical analog of the quantum Landau-Zener effect: “avoiding
crossing” of coupled dynamic modes.
Various oil and gas applications: from thermodynamics of gas
hydrates to the unambiguous determination of critical
parameters of multicomponent fluids.

Sergeǐ Kiselev: Crossover Critical Phenomena
Kiselev, starting from 1980s, had worked on the problem of
crossover between mean-field (classical) critical behavior
and fluctuation-induced scaling critical behavior in fluids
and fluid mixtures.
He developed an original approach to critical crossover
behavior of transport properties in binary fluid mixtures.
Another internationally recognized contribution of Kiselev was
an unambiguous fundamental definition of the physical limit
of stability in fluids, the “kinetic spinodal”.
His pupils and collaborators: Russia at Oil and Gas Research
Institute (Kostukova, Povodyrev, Fedyudina, Belyakov,
Kulikov). USA at NIST, Colorado School of Mines, and
University of Maryland.

This story starts 55 years ago:
Discovery of non-classical
critical anomalies

Fig.1. Alexander Voronel at a
seminar talk, USSR Bureau of
Standards, early 1960’s.

Fig.2. Jan Sengers in the van der
Waals laboratory, University of
Amsterdam, early 1960’s.

The most spectacular contradiction with the van der Waals theory:
divergence of the isochoric heat capacity (discovered by Voronel, 1961)

CV= A± ∆T −α

α ≅ 0.110

Isochoric heat capacity of sulfur hexafluoride in microgravity
(German Space Shuttle Mission II, Haupt and Straub, 1999)

Divergence of thermal conductivity near the critical point (Sengers, 1962)

Origin of critical anomalies: fluctuations make fluids
heterogeneous at nano and meso scales
Simulation of lattice gas

Far above the critical point
Near the critical point
Chialvo, New Ideas in Psychology, 2008, 26,158–173

Mesoscopic fluctuations have the length scale intermediate between the
atomistic size and macroscopic size (from a few nm to microns)

Gorodetskii and Giterman (1970) Fluctuation effects on transport
kBT
properties: thermal conductivity diverges
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The region where density fluctuations noticeably affect properties
of water [Abdulkadirova et al., 2002 ]

Monte Carlo “Gibbs Ensemble”
simulations of liquid-vapor
coexistence (symbols) to
compare with SAFT EOS
modified by fluctuations (blue).
Purple is original (mean-field)
SAFT
(Lourdes Vega et al., 2004)
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Crossover theory: Kiselev
and Belyakov (1992)
Sengers et al. (1986-1992)

Crossover from classical to scaling behavior in n-butane (Kiselev, 2000)

Scaling Theory:

Based on the analogy between lattice gas and Ising model
Chemical potential µ = magnetic field h
Density ∆ρ = magnetization M
or ∆µ

CP

Scaling fields:

h1 = h = ∆µ ordering ("strong") field
h2 = ∆T

thermal ("weak") field

Scaling densities: φ1 = M = ∆ρ order paramer conjugate to h1

φ2 = ∆ ( ρ S )

entropy density conjugate to h2

Field-dependent thermodynamic potential: h3 = ∆P − ∆µ

All fluids belong to the same universality class of criticality, that of
Ising model/lattice gas
In fluid mixtures this beautiful universal pattern of critical
anomalies is apparently broken
DIFFERENT TYPES OF CRITICAL BEHAVIOR IN BINARY FLUID
MIXTURES

Apparent break of universality in binary fluids:
suppression of the isochoric heat capacity
Does it mean that criticality in fluid mixtures is
fundamentally different?

1- pure ethane, 2- 1% heptane, 3- 3% heptane
[Anisimov, Gorodetskii, Smakov, 1972]
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Cross-sections at constant field variable ς = exp 

(the same as in pure fluids!) [Abdulkadirova, et al. 2010].

Most general Formulation of Isomorphism of critical
phenomena
Complete Scaling: In fluids all physical fields equally mix into three
theoretical scaling fields (Fisher, Gorodetskiǐ, Kulikov, Belykov,
Sengers, Anisimov, 1970-2008)
Complexity of phase diagrams
is hidden in the relations between scaling and physical fields
Binary fluids: h1 = a1∆µ1 + a2 ∆T + a3 ∆P + a4 ∆µ21
h2 = b1∆T + b2 ∆µ1 + b3 ∆P + b4 ∆µ21
h = c ∆P + c ∆µ + c ∆Tˆ + c ∆µ
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Experimental variables: mole fraction and density:
xc + a4φ1 + b4φ2
ρc + a1φ1 + b2φ2
=
x =
ρ
1 + a1φ1 + b2φ2
1 − a3φ1 + b3φ2
Critical locus:

(h=
h=
h=
0)
1
2
3

Behavior in experimentally observable space can be obtained by
Legendre transformations

Constant composition cross-sections are not isomorphic

Pressure-temperature dew-bubble curves for mixtures of methane and butane. Dashed
curve is the critical locus. Solid curves are calculated through the isomorphic PengRobinson equation of state [Abdulkadirova, et al., 2010]

Experimentally measured thermal conductivity of a binary fluid is not isomorphic,
it does not diverge (Kiselev and Anisimov, 1992). Instead, “mobility” diverges.

Initial slopes of the critical
lines in binary fluids
Levelt Sengers, 1991

Krichevskiǐ parameter K
controls solubility and critical
anomalies in binary mixtures
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 ∂x V , x →0 dx  dTc  ∂T cxc 
Controls behavior of isochoric
heat capacity
Controls isothermal
compressibility and
azeotropism

Accurate determination of the location of the critical point:
The P-T slope near the critical point of a mixture reflects the
anomaly of the isochoric heat capacity and the slope of the critical
line (Gorodetskiǐ et al., 2009)

ternary mixture of methane +0.35
mol.fr. .propane +0.15 mol.fr. npentane)

Coupling between
the entropy and
concentration
fluctuations in nearcritical binary fluids
is a classical analog of
the quantum LandauZener effect: “avoiding
crossing” of coupled
dynamic modes
Neither D1 nor D2
represent pure mass D
or heat diffusion a. They
are effective modes
[Anisimov, Agayan,
Gorodetskii, Sengers,
1998]

OUTCOME OF BREAKTHROUGH STUDIES OF FLUIDS, IN WHICH
GORODETSKII AND KISELEV MADE OUTSTANDING CONTRIBUTIONS:
•All fluids and fluid mixture belong the same class of the critical-point
universality. They are universally affected by fluctuations
•Critical point universality is revealed in fluid mixtures
through analytic relations between three theoretical scaling fields and
physical fields. This principle is known as “isomorphism”
•Experimental variables and thermodynamic paths may or may not be
isomorphic. If not, the universality is hidden. Relations between
theoretical and experimental space are established by Legendre
transformations
•Principle of isomorphism can be extended to transport properties
•Experimental observation of isomorphic transport properties in fluid
mixtures is affected by coupling between mass and heat diffusion

